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INTRODUCTION 
The basic theory of coalgebras over fields is developed by Sweedler [2], 
and as he shows, colalgebras over fields have many pretty properties com- 
parativeiy with algebras. For instance, any cocommutative coalgebra is the 
direct sum of its irreducible components, and as the author [3] shows, a 
comodule is (an) injective (cogenerator) if and only (faithfully) coflat. This 
structural simplicity of coalgebras is due to the finiteness theorem which 
tells that any coalgebra is the union of its finite dimensional subcoalgebras. 
This theorem reduces most of the study of coalgebras to the study of finite 
dimensional algebras. Using such reduction, Sweedler shows the existence 
of several (co)universal coalgebras such as the cofree coalgebra or the 
universal measuring coalgebra. The construction is, however, never easy 
unlike the construction of free algebras or polynomial algebras. Sometimes 
we have no counterpart in coalgebra of such basic universal objects in 
algebra theory as the endomorphism ring or the localization. 
With this paper, we begin the study of topological coalgebras. We con- 
sider usual coalgebras as a special case of topological coalgebras, namely, 
discrete coalgebras. To define a topological coalgebra, we have only to con- 
sider a topological vector space instead of a vector space, and the complete 
tensor product 6 instead of the tensor product. The basic part of the 
theory goes quite similarly to coalgebra theory, but of course the finiteness 
theorem does not hold, because the category of topological coalgebras con- 
tains the opposite category of all algebras. That is, if A is an algebra, the 
dual space A* has a topological coalgebra structure with comultiplication 
A:A*+A* 6 A* (= (A @A)*) induced from the multiplication. If A and 
B are two algebras, there is a one-to-one correspondence between algebra 
maps A -+ B and topological coalgebra maps B* -+ A*. Thus the category 
of topological coalgebras is big enough to contain the category of 
coalgebras and the opposite category of algebras. 
In this paper we present the foundation of the theory of topological 
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coalgebras and construct several basic (co)universal objects in topological 
coalgebra theory. We deal with the colocalization, the universal measuring 
topological coalgebra, and the coendomorphism topological coalgebra. 
Not only do such objects exist, but also one sees that they are constructed 
in a very easy and naive way unlike coalgebra theory. 
The first section is devoted to the foundation of topological vector spaces 
and topological coalgebras. As far as the author’s knowledge, there is no 
reference on topological coalgebras. 
In Section 2, we deal with colocalization. Let C be a cocommutative 
complete topological coalgebra and let S be a multiplicative set of con- 
tinuous linear forms on C. We show there is a topological coalgebra Ccsl 
together with a continuous coalgebra map Ccs, -+ C such that every 
element in S is invertible as a linear form on Ccs7 and such that it is 
couniversal relative to this property. In addition, the coalgebra Crs, is con- 
structed as a projective limit, quite dually to the construction of 
localization in commutative algebra. For the proof, the commutativity of 
the completre tensor product with projective limits is used. If A is a com- 
mutative algebra and S a multiplicative subset of A, then A&, is precisely 
the dual of the localization A[S-‘1. Hence we call Ccs, the colocalization 
of C relative to S. In case C is discrete and C* is a domain, we can take 
C* - (0) as S. The colocalization C,,., (01, is the dual concept to the 
total ring of fractions. 
In Section 3, we deal with the universal measuring topological coalgebra. 
Recall that if A is an algebra and C a coalgebra, then Hom(C, A) is an 
algebra with convolution product. For two algebras A and B, the universal 
measuring coalgebra Mes(A, B) is such a coalgebra that there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between coalgebra maps C--t Mes(A, B) and algebra 
maps A + Hom(C, B). We have a quite similar situation with topological 
coalgebras. Let C be a topological coalgebra. Then the vector space of all 
continuous linear maps C -+ A form an algebra Hom,.(C, A). (We view A 
as a discrete space). There is also a topological coalgebra Mes,.(A, B) such 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between topological coalgebra 
maps C -+ Mes,.(A, B) and algebra maps A -+ Hom,( C, B) for any 
topological coalgebra C. In addition, the topological coalgebra Mes,.(A, B) 
is realized as the space of all homomorphisms of complexes A’ -+ B’ where 
A. denotes the following complex of vector spaces with arrows induced 
from the algebra structure on A: 
In Section 4, we deal with the coendomorphism topological coalgebra. 
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We begin with construction of the co-horn topological vector space 
c( W, V) for topological vector spaces V and W. This satisfies the following 
universal mapping property: for any topological vector space C, there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between continuous linear maps V + W&I C 
and continuous linear maps c( W, V) -+ C. In addition, the structure of 
c( W, V) is very explicit just as in the previous sections, namely, of the form 
L+‘@@ V ( fl being the continuous dual of W) with a special topology 
called the Q-topology, hence written as W@ On V. It follows from the 
universal mapping property that c( V, V) has a topological coalgebra struc- 
ture. Its continuous dual is identified with the algebra of all continuous 
linear endomorphisms of I? 
In Section 5, we study the Q-topology more closely. It is shown that for 
a topological coalgebra C, the multiplication on C@ is a continuous map 
C@OaC@+C@.He rice we call CL’@ the Q-topological algebra associated 
with C. We establish some correspondence between topological 
C-comodules and Q-topological CO-modules. We also show that if V is a 
right topological C-comodule, then V@ . IS a left topological C-comodule. 
We will clarify the relationship between this duality and the previous 
correspondence between topological comodules and Q-topological 
modules, 
1. TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES AND TOPOLOGICAL COALGEBRAS 
All the statements on topological vector spaces in this section follow 
from the theory of topological groups, in fact from the very elementary 
part. We refer to [l] for the theory of topological groups. 
We work over a fixed field k, and denote Ok and Horn, by 0 and Horn. 
We use the term “subspace” to mean a linear subspace of a vector space, 
not a subset of a topological space. 
A topology on a vector space is said to be linear if every translation 
u H II + w  is continuous and if there is a basis of neighborhoods of 0 con- 
sisting of subspaces. Such a basis of neighborhoods is called a basis of the 
linear topology. Any directed set of subspaces becomes a basis of a uni- 
quely determined linear topology. 
We define a topological vector space to be a vector space with a linear 
topology on it. A basis of the linear topology is called a topological basis of 
the topological vector space, while a free basis is called a linear basis. We 
give k the discrete topology. 
A linear map of topological vector spaces is continuous if the inverse 
image of every member of a topological basis of the range is an open sub- 
space of the domain. 
The closure of a subset A of a topological vector space is denoted by A 
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and it is given as the intersection n, (A + V,) if the topological vector 
space has a topological basis ( I’,},. In particular the space is separated if 
and only if n, V, = 0, or (0 > is closed. 
There are several basic formations to have a topological vector space 
from given topological vector spaces. 
1.1. Subspaces and Quotient Spaces 
Let V be a topological vector space with a topological basis { VzJ3. Let 
W be a subspace of V. Then W is a topological vector space with the 
induced topology, and so is V/W with the quotient topology. Thus W and 
V/W have topological bases ( Wn V, } 9 and { ( W + V,)/ W},, respectively. 
1.2. Direct Products and Sums 
Assume we are given a family of topological vector spaces I’(“), p E P. 
The direct product n,, VP’ . is a topological vector space with the direct 
product topology. Thus if 9@‘) is a topological basis of VCp) for each p, then 
the products JJ,, Up’ with Up’ E ?P), and UCp) = VCp) except a finite num- 
ber of p form a topological basis for nP VCp). If we are given a subspace 
W(“) of Vfp) for each p, then the direct product topology on nP tip) is 
induced from nP VCp’. On the other hand, we define the direct sum 
topology on 0, VCp) by taking all direct sums 0, UCp) with UCp) E .9JCp) as 
a topological basis. Of course, this topology is not induced from the direct 
product. 
1.3. Hom(A4, V) 
Let M be a vector space and let V be a topological vector space. Then 
Hom(M, V) is the direct product of dim M (possibly infinite) copies of V. 
Hence it has the direct product topology. In particular, 
M* (=Hom(M, k)) is a topological vector space. 
1.4. Projective and Inductive Limits 
We mean by a projective (resp. an inductive) system in a category A a 
contravariant (resp. covariant) functor from some small category into A. 
Such a system is simply denoted as { V(p)}p with the index category omit- 
ted. So, this symbol means a contravariant (resp. covariant) functor 
pt+ v’p’. 
Let { V’p’}p be a projective system of topological vector spaces. Recall 
the definition of the projective limit hr& VCp). It is the subspace of all 
elements (v~)~ in HP VCp) such that for any map f: q + r in the index 
category, the element v, is mapped to v, by the induced continuous linear 
map f: V”’ -+ VCy). We give it the induced topology from the direct product 
np VCp), and call it the projective limit topological vector space. If every 
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VP’ is separated, then it is a closed subspace of the direct product. The 
inductive limit b, IVi’ of an inductive system { IV”‘), of topological vec- 
tor spaces is defined dually. It is given the quotient topology of the direct 
sum 0’ WCi’, and called the inductive limit topological vector space. 
1.5. The Tensor Product 
Let V”’ and V*’ be two topological vector spaces with topological bases 
( Vh”}* and { F’i,2’}y respectively. There is a linear topology called the ten- 
sor product topology on I’(” 0 I/‘*’ having the set 
{Vi”@ V2’+ v”‘@ v;f’}x,) 
as a basis. If IV”’ is a subspace of I”;) for i = 1, 2, the tensor product 
topology on I@‘)@ IV”’ is induced from I”‘)@ V”‘. More generally, for a 
finite number of topological vector spaces I”“,..., V’“‘, the tensor product 
topology on V”‘O ... @ F”“’ is delined in the same way. We have the 
associativity (I/(‘)@ Vc2’)@ Vc3)g V”‘@ Vc2)@ V3’N V”‘@ ( Vc2’@ V3’) 
and the commutativity I’(“@ V2’= Vc2’@ I”” as topological vector 
spaces. 
Let I/ be a topological vector space with a topological basis ( V,}x. The 
projective limit b, V/V,, where every V/V, is discrete, is called the com- 
pletion of V and denoted by I? It has a topological basis ((P),},, where 
(V), denotes the kernel of the projection P+ V/I’,. The projections 
V -+ V/VP induce a continuous linear map V + p which induces bijections 
V/V, N V/( P), . Hence V has a dense image in F and every open subspace 
of I/ is the inverse image of some open subspace of I? V is separated if and 
only if the map V * P is injective. V is called complete if V N P under the 
canonical map. It follows that P is complete. 
Any continuous linear map f of topological vector spaces induces a con- 
tinuous linear map of the completions which we denote by t If W is a sub- 
space (with the induced topology) of the space V, the inclusion W-F V 
induces an isomorphism of I@ onto the kernel of the map P -+ VT W which 
is a closed subspace of I? Since W has a dense image in I&‘, it follows that 
I$’ is the closure of the image of W in I? Hence closed subspaces of a com- 
plete vector space are complete. W is dense in V if and only if I$‘= ti, or 
vTw=o. 
We show the completion commutes with the direct product: 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Let V”“, p E P, he a set of topological vector spaces. 
We have 
j=pL@ 
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ProoJ: Let { V’,“J 1 x E A(p)} be a topological basis of VP). We have by 
definition 
f% = lim n (V’P’/V$,), 
P ‘FS, ps F 
where &JI is taken over all pairs (F, a) of a finite subset F of P and 
c(= {u(p) 1 PE F} an element in &,,A(p). We can factor this has 
&l=hob, 
‘F,I, F n 
where hm, is taken over all a in the set nP6 F A(p). Hence we have 
s) = lim !im n ( P’/V~~j,) =&I fl *= n G? Q.E.D. 
P F ? pt b. f- ptF PEP 
1.7. COROLLARY. Direct products of complete vector spaces are complete. 
Projective limits qf complete vector spaces are complete. 
1.8. COROLLARY. For a vector space M and a topological vector space V, 
the completion of Hom(M, V) is Hom(M, 8). 
The completion of the tensor product V”‘@ V”’ is denoted by 
V”) 6 Vc2’. More generally, V”’ 6 . . ’ &j V’n’ denoted the completion of 
V”‘@ ... @ V’“‘. The following identities follow easily from definition: 
v'l, 6 v'?'=It;;i& v  GY 3 
v@k===k@ V, (1.9) 
v(1) @ ~(2) @ v(3)= v(l) @ ( Vc2) @ Vc3)) = V(I) @ (V(2)@ Vc3)) (etc.). 
We now proceed into the definition of topological coalgebras. A 
topological coalgebra is a triple (C, d, E) consisting of a topological vector 
space C and continuous linear maps A: C -+ C 6 C, E: C + k satisfying: 
1.10. COASSOCIATIVITY. The following composites are the same. 
CL,C@CA c&c&c. 
1.11. COUNIT CONDITION. The following composites are the canonical ^ 
map C+ C. 
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Maps of topological coalgebras are continuous linear maps commuting 
with the structures d, E. The completion C of a topological coalgebra C is a 
topological coalgebra with structures d^ and & and the canonical map 
C -+ C is a continuous coalgebra map. If V is a subspace of C, we have 
I’@ VcC@ C. Hence if d(V)c V& P’, V has the structure of a 
topological coalgebra. Such coalgebras are called subcoalgebras. For 
instance, C is a subcoalgebra of C if C is separated. 
Discrete topological coalgebras are precisely coalgebras in the usual 
sense. As another basic example, we will see the dual A* of an algebra A 
has the structure of a topological coalgebra. To see this we need the fact 
that the completed tensor product @ commutes with the direct product as 
specified in the following: 
1.12. T,HEOREM. Let VP’, p E P, and W he topological vector spaces. 
Collecting all continuous linear maps 
we get an isomorphism of topological vector spaces: 
Proof: Before completion, collecting maps 
proj,@I: n V’“’ @I W+ V”‘O W 
( > P 
gives a continuous linear map 
0: n v(p) @w-n (V(P)@ WI. 
( i P P 
This map is injective as easily seen and induces the map in the theorem 
after completion (Use 1.6). To specify the completion, let { Vlp) 1 x E A(p)} 
be a topological basis of Vcp) and { W,, ) y E r} a topological basis of W. 
For a linite subset F of P, an element CY = {u(p) I p E F} in npc P A( p), and 
y E r, we have a canonical isomorphism 
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It follows from the definition that the completion 0 is obtained by taking 
uof this isomorphism over all such triples (F, ~1, y). This proves the claim. 
Q.E.D. 
1.13. COROLLARY. Let I’@‘, p E P, and Wcy), q E Q, be families of 
topological vector spaces. The maps 
projP @ proj qy v(+3(y W’y’)4~)6 W(Y) 
induce an isomorphism of topological vector spaces 
(JJ w) 63 (ly wq!]! (V(4) 6 wy. 
1.14. COROLLARY. Let M, N be vector spaces and V, W be topological 
vector spaces. There is a canonical isomorphism of topological vector spaces 
Hom(M, V) 6 Hom(N, W) ‘v Hom(M@ N, V 6 W). 
In particular we have M* 6 N*” (M@ N)*. (See 1.3 for topology on ( )*.) 
1.15. EXAMPLE OF TOPOLOGICAL COALGEBRAS. Let A be an algebra.The 
dual space A* is a topological coalgebra with d: A* + A* @I A* N 
(A 0 A)* the dual of the multiplication and E: A* + k the dual of the unit. 
Any algebra map A + B induces a continuous coalgebra map B* -+ A *. 
Let C be a topological coalgebra. A topological (right) comodule for C is 
a pair (V, p) consisting of a topological vector space V and a continuous 
linear map p: V+ V 8 C satisfying (1.16) and (1.17) below. 
1.16. The composites are the same. 
1.17. The canonical map V-+ P is the composite: 
v p bV&kf=-+ VGk==. 
Maps of topological comodules and subcomodules of a topological com- 
odule are defined in an obvious way. If V is a topological comodule for C, 
the completion p is also a topological comodule for C with structure p, 
and the canonical map V + f is a homomorphism. Since V @ C = V G e, 
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one sees that topological C-comodules and topological C-comodules are 
the same concepts. 
If A is an algebra and M a right A-module, it is easy to see M* is a 
topological A*-comodule with structure M* + M* @ A * N (MO A)* the 
dual of the module structure. In the following, we describe all complete 
topological A*-comodules. Let V be a complete topological vector space. 
We have by (1.14) 
V 6 A* E Hom(A, I’). 
Let p: I’-+ V 6 A* be a continuous linear map, and for each a E A let 
p,: I’-+ V be the composite 
V ’ + V@A*=Hom(A, V) evaluation at 0 b v. 
We have a one-to-one correspondence between a continuous linear map p 
and a family of continuous linear maps {P~}~ where p, is linear with 
respect to a. 
1.18. PROPOSITION. p satisfies condition ( 1.16) for C = A* if and only if 
pa” ph = pub for all a, b in A, and satisfies condition (1.17) if and only if 
p, = I (the identity). 
Proof If we view p as a map V -+ Hom( A, V), the composites in (1.16) 
become 
4: V ” P Hom(A, V) Hom(m.l) ) Hom(A @ A, V), 
$: V ” P Hom(A, V) Hom(1.p) + Hom(A, Hom(A, V)), 
where m denotes the multiplication of A. Thus we have 
d(uNaO b) = ~oh(u), IC/(u)(b)(a) = P,(P~o)) 
for u E V, a, b E A. The first statement follows from this by the “coherence”: 
V& (A,@A2)* = V@ A: @A;= Hom(A,, V6 A:) 
I? I? 
Hom(A, 0 A,, V) HoMA,, HoMA,, VI) 
where we put numbers 1, 2 to distuinguish two A’s. The second statement 
is clear since the composite in ( 1.17) is just p, . Q.E.D. 
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By a topological left A-module, we mean a left A-module and topological 
vector space such that every element of A acts on it as a continuous linear 
endomorphism. As a corollary we have: 
1.19. THEOREM. Let A he an algebra. For any complete topological vector 
space V, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the structures of 
topological lqft A-modules on V and the structures qf topological right 
A*-comodules on it. 
In this way, complete topological right A*-comodules are identified with 
complete topological left A-modules. In particular, this is true for discrete 
comodules and modules. 
2. CONTINUOUS DUAL AND COLOCALIZATION 
To construct the colocalization of topological coalgebras, we need the 
commutativity of 6 with projective limits. It is clear that 6 does not 
preserve general projective limits. For instance, if M is a discrete vector 
space and M’ the space M with the trivial topology (i.e., such that M is the 
only open subspace), then the kernel of A + A?‘= (0) is not the com- 
pletion of the kernel of the identity A4 + M’. Thus the functor k &does 
not preserve projective limits. We will, however, show that the complete 
tensor product @ preserves projective limits of complete topological vector 
spaces. This property will be used to construct the colocalization. In the 
following complete topological vector spaces are called complete vector 
spaces. 
We already know that 6 commutes with direct products (1.12, 13). 
Hence it is enough to check whether it commutes with kernels. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let M be a discrete vector space. The jiinctor - 6 M 
preserves the kernel of a continuous linear map of complete vector spaces. 
Proof: Let X be a linear basis of M. For any topological vector space 
V, V@ A4 is identified with the direct sum ox V as a vector space (not 
topologically). If { V,}. is a topological basis of V, we have 
v& M=&n(V/V,)@M-lim @ v/v, 
I 1 x 
The right-most term is the subspace of elements in nx p which are map- 
ped into ox V/V, by the projection nx p-+ V/V, for all a. It follows that 
if W is a subspace of V, we have 
w&f=(v&f)n fl PP. ( > X 
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Let f: V-r v’ be a continuous linear map of complete vector spaces and let 
W= Ker(f). Then JJx W is the kernel of the induced map n,f: n, V-t 
n, V’. It follows from the above that W @ M is the kernel off G I: V 6 
M -+ v’ 6 M. (We know the topology on W 6 M is induced from V 6 44.) 
Q.E.D. 
2.2. THEOREM. For any topological vector space T, the functor - @ T 
preserves the kernel qf a continuous linear map of complete vector spaces. 
ProoJ If {T,} j. IS a topological basis of T, we have 
I’& T=&I V& (T/T,) 
for any topological vector space V by definition (T/T, being discrete). The 
claim follows from (2.1) above by the commutativity of projective limits. 
Q.E.D. 
Since - 6 T commutes with direct products (1.12) we have as a 
corollary: 
2.3. THEOREM. Let {V’*‘}, he a projective system of complete vector 
spaces and let T be a topological vector space. We have a canonical 
isomorphism of topological vector spaces 
(QITJ VCp)) 6 T=~&I( I”“’ 6 T). 
P P 
Applying the isomorphism twice we get: 
2.4. THEOREM. Let { VCp’}, and { Wty’jq be two projective systems of 
complete vector spaces. There is a canonical isomorphism of topological vec- 
tor spaces 
(lb V’P’) 6 (@I W’Y’) N l;m( VP’ 6 W’Y’). 
P Y P.Y 
Before proceeding into the colocalization, we need introduce the con- 
tinuous dual of a topological vector space. Let V be a topological vector 
space. The vector space of all continuous linear maps V-t k is denoted by 
I/@ and called the continuous dual. Later we give it a topology, but for the 
time being it is a discrete vector space. If W is another topological vector 
space, there is an injective linear map V@@ W@ -+ ( V 6 W)@ sending 
f @ g to ,f 6 g: V 6 W + k 6 k = k. The injectivity follows since 
(V 6 W)@= (V/o W)@. It is worth noting that V@ is the directed union of 
( V/V,)* for all LX if { V, ) a is a topological basis. 
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If C is a topological coalgebra, the continuous dual Co is an algebra 
with multiplication 
cog co ca”o , (C 6 C)@-@+ c@ 
and unit so: k 2: k@ + C@. If V is a right topological comodule for C, the 
completion P becomes a left (topological) @module, where the mul- 
tiplication by f in Co is defined by the composite: 
Since C is a topological comodule for C (p = A), C is a left @-module. 
Let C be a cocommutative complete coalgebra and let S be a mul- 
tiplicative subset of Co containing 1. We associate with S the following 
small category S: The set of objects is S. For p, q in S, the set of morphisms 
S(p, q) = (r in S ) q = pr}. The composition is given by the multiplication 
in S. We associate with (C, S) a projective system of complete vector 
spaces ( C(P’}pe s as follows: For each p in S, Ccp’ = C. If r: p + q in S (i.e., 
q = pr in S), the associated map Cc4) + Ccp) is the multiplication by r in the 
@-module C. This system has the structure {A,,,, Ed}, where A,,,: CcpQ’ -+ 
C”“’ 6 C(Y) is A of C, and E P : Ccp’ + k is p for any p, q in S. In particular E, 
is E of C. 
2.5. LEMMA. The system { Ccp’, A,,,, Ed} associated with (C, S) satisfies 
conditions: 
(a) For ri: pi -+ qi (i = 1, 2) in S, the diagram commutes: 
APl.P2 QPIP2 , C’P1’ @ QPZ’ 
I 
r,r* r,’ 6 ‘2’ 
442 
I 
@YZ , C(41’ 6 C(Y2’ 
(b) For r: p -+ q in S, 
E,: c(4) F‘ , C(P) En + k. 
(c) For p, q, r in S, the diagram commutes: 
C’PY” APW C(P4’ 6 p 
I A/J@ I - 
4,~ @ 1 
C(P) 6 c(yr) ‘64, + C(P) 6 C(Y) 6 c”’ 
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(d) For p, q in S, 
q’: Q/q’ AP.Y , C(P) 6 C(Y) ‘Q&q , C’P’ 
p.: C’PY’ AP.Y , C’“’ ($ p/’ Ep61 ) C(Y) 
Proof (a) In general, if I/ is a complete C-comodule, the structure 
p: V+ Vg C is a C-comodule map, hence (Z@f)op=po(f) for f in 
C@. Applying this to V = C, we have (I 6 q.) 0 A = A 0 (4’) for q in S, and 
(p. &I I) 0 A = A 0 (p.) for p in S by the cocommutativity. It follows that 
(p’ 6 q.) 0 A = A c (pq’). (b) For p, q in S, we have 
where (I 6 q) 0 A is q’. Hence p 0 (4.) = pq. (c) and (d) are clear. Q.E.D. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let C be a cocommutative complete coalgebra and let S 
be a multiplicative subset of Co. Let { C’p’, A,,,, &p}p,ys s be the associated 
projective system. Then 
C [S, = lim C’P’ 
has the structure of a topological coalgebra with A, = @,,q A,,, and 
ES = limp Ep, 
Proof. Since 6 commutes with projective limits of complete vector 
spaces (2.4), we can identify 
- ‘4) ccs, @ ccs, = gIJl C(P) 0 c . 
PA 
There is a unique continuous linear map As: CcS, + CcS, @ CcS, such that 
proj(,,,~As=Ap,,~projp, for all p, q in S, by (a) of (2.5). We may write 
As = Ilm,,, A,,, by abuse of notation. This A, is coassociative by (c). Put 
proj I
ES: C[S, - C(I) 1.1 k. 
Then the counit condition holds by (d), and we may write sS = &IIJ, &p by 
@I. Q.E.D. 
The proof shows that we have a topological coalgebra as a projective 
limit from any system (C”“, A p,y, Ed} satisfying conditions (a))(d) of (2.5). 
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The topological coalgebra Ccsl is called the colocalization of C with 
respect to S. There is a canonical continuous coalgebra map 
We will clarify the universal mapping property of (C,,,, rc): 
2.7. THEOREM. Let C he a cocommutative complete coalgebra and let S 
be a multiplicative subset qf Co. 
(1) 
0. 
For every p in S, the composite p 0 rc: CLs, -+ k is invertible in 
(C,,,) 
(2) Let 4: D -+ C be a continuous homomorphism of topological 
coulgebras, where D is ussumed cocommutative complete. There is a unique 
continuous homomorphism qf topological coalgebras 4: D -+ Clsl such that 
4 = II 0 4 if the composite p 0 4: D -+ k is invertible in D@ for all p in S. 
Proof We denote by (A, E) (resp. (A,, Ed), resp. (A,, Ed)) the coalgebra 
structure of C (resp. Cls,, resp. D). 
(1) Forpin S, let 
.Y: CCSI 
pr& +CJik. 
Then we have 
~-u=(~~~)~~s=(p~~)o(~~proj,)~d.=(p~~)~~~Proj, 
= p 0 proj, = as 
by (a) and (b) of (2.5). Hence p is invertible in (Crs,)@ and we have 
n~(x,)=n~(Z& .x)~d~~=(l&sE)~(x & proj,)od, 
= (I 6 E) 0 A 0 projl, = IO proj, = projp. 
Hence proj, = rc 0 (p.) ‘. 
(2) D is a Da-module, hence a @-module through the algebra map 
do. Similarly, Ccsl is a @-module. If 4: D -+ C 
$1 
is a continuous 
coalgebra map such that 7~ 0 4 = 4, it is obviously a C -module map. Hence 
for any p in S, we have 
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This means the uniqueness of 4. To show the existence, note that the map 
D (Pm’ , D& C’“’ 
is natural with respect to p in S. Hence there is a unique continuous linear 
map 4: D -+ CcsI such that proj,,o $= IJ~ 0 (p.))’ for all p in S. In particular 
we put p = 1 to see rro$= 4. We claim that d is a topological coalgebra 
map. To prove dso$= (6 6 &odo, let p, q in S. We have 
This proves the claim. The identity E,, = E.~ 0 d follows from 4 = x 0 6. 
Q.E.D. 
For example, let A be a commutative algebra and S a multiplicative sub- 
set of A. Obviously A is viewed as a subalgebra of (A * )@. (Later we will 
see they coincide). Since our construction of the colocalization is com- 
pletely dual to the localization, and the dual of inductive limits gives pro- 
jective limits, it follows that the colocalization .4rs, is precisely the dual of 
the localization A[S ‘1. Thus we have 
A&, = (A[S-‘I)*. 
3. THE COFREE AND THE UNIVERSAL MEASURING 
TOPOLOGICAL COALGEBRAS 
An advantage of the topological approach to coalgebras is that we have 
an easier construction of some universal (or couniversal) objects. We begin 
with an easy construction of the cofree topological coalgebra on a 
topological vector space. Let V be a topological vector space. For any 
integer n > 1, let 
VC”] = v &). . . 6 v (n copies). 
We put V [‘I = V and Vrol = k. For any integers n, m >O, there is a 
canonical map 
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which is identified with the identity unless n + m = 1, and the canonical 
map V-+ Pifn+m=l. Let 
C(V)= fi vrnl 
,1 = 0 
with the product topology. By (1.13), we can identify 
C(V) 6 C(V) = n vCn’ 63 I/[“‘. 
n,m=O 
Hence there is a unique continuous linear map 
A.:C(V)+C(V)@ C(V) 
such that (proj, 8 proj,) 0 A cJ = cane 0 proj, + M for any integers n, m 3 0. It 
is easy to see C(V) becomes a topological coalgebra with comultiplication 
A V and counit E y = proj,: C( V) + k. 
3.1. THEOREM. Put 
q=proj,: C(V)+ V. 
For any topological coalgebra C and a continuous linear map f: C + V, there 
is a unique topological coalgebra map F: C --) C( V) such that f = r] 0 F. 
Proof: Let (A, E) be the coalgebra structure of C. We define continuous 
linear maps 
fn: c-+ vnl, n = 0, 1) 2 )...) 
as follows: f. = E, f, = j For n > 1, let 
f,: cd”’ c Cnl /-[“I , VC”‘, 
where A, ~, denotes the n - 1 times iterated comultiplication. Define a con- 
tinuous linear map F: C --, C( V) by the condition proj, o F = f,. It is easy to 
check that F is a unique topological coalgebra map such that f = r] 0 F. 
Q.E.D. 
By the above universal mapping property, (C(V), n) is called the cofree 
topological coalgebra on V. The largest subspace D of C(V) such that 
A y(D) c D @ D gives the cofree coalgebra on V [2, 6.4.11 when V is dis- 
crete. 
Our next aim is to construct the universal measuring topological 
coalgebra [2, 7.0.41. We will define the universal measuring topological 
coalgebra Mes(A, B) as a closed subcoalgebra of C(Hom(A, B)) for 
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algebras A, B. In fact, we define it for discrete A and complete B. The 
notion of complete topological algebras is introduced in the following as 
dual to topological coalgebras. To use C(Hom(A, B)), it is worth noting 
that 
Hom(M[“‘, Yt”) 2: Hom(M, I/)[“’ 
by (1.14), hence 
C(Hom(M, V))= fi Hom(Mr”‘, I”“‘) 
n=O 
for a discrete vector space M and a topological vector space I’. 
A topological algebra is a topological vector space and algebra B such 
that the multiplication mB: B@ B -+ B is continuous. If B is complete, we 
have the completion 
In the following, we lix a complete topological algebra B. If C is a 
topological coalgebra, then for continuous linear maps f, g: C + B, we 
define 
f*g:C _t?,C$j, '@' +B@BBBB. 
The continuous linear maps Hom,.(C, B) form an algebra with mul- 
tiplication * and unit us 0 E (us the unit for B). 
Let A be an algebra. We will construct a closed subcoalgebra Mes(A, B) 
of C(Hom(A, B)) in a natural way and show there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between topological coalgebra maps C -+ Mes(A, B) and 
algebra maps A -+ Hom,.(C, B) for any topological coalgebra C. 
We define a small category I as follows: The objects are integers 0, 1, 2.... 
For an integer n >, 0, let [n] = { 1, 2,..., n}. Thus [0] is empty. For integers 
n, m > 0, I(n, m) is the set of nondecreasing functions [n] -+ [ml. We have 
a category I with composition obviously defined. Note that [ 1 ] is the final 
object in I, hence there is a unique I-map [r] + [l] for any r > 0. The 
category I has the following +-structure: For integers n, m 3 0, we put 
[n] + [m] = [n + m]. For two I-maps cr: [n] -+ [n’] and T: [m] 4 Cm’], 
define the I-map p = (T + r: [n + m] -+ [n’ + m’] by 
p(i)=a(i) if i<n, p(i)=T(i-n)+n’ if i>n. 
We have an associative, but not commutative, functor +: I x I -+ 1. The 
following lemma is trivial: 
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3.2. LEMMA. For any I-map a: [n] + [ml, there is a unique decom- 
position n=r, + .*’ +r, such that a=a, + ... +am, where ai: [r;] + [l] 
is the unique I-map for i = l,..., m. 
We will associate with the complete algebra B a functor [B] from the 
category I into the category of topological vector spaces as follows: With 
an integer n > 0, we associate the topological vector space B”“. With the 
unique I-map cr: [r] + [l], we associate R,- ,: Bc” -+ B which is the r - 1 
times iterated multiplication if r > 1, the identity Is if r = 1, and the unit uB 
if r = 0. For a general I-map T: [n J -+ [ml, we apply (3.2) to decompose it 
into the sum T=T, + +.. +T,, where T,: [r;] -+ [l] and n=r, + ... +r,. 
We associate with T the map 
where t,: BcC1 -+ B denotes the map associated with zi. We denote this con- 
tinuous linear map by TV. We leave it to the reader to check that we have a 
functor [B] by the above correspondence. 
We note that any algebra is a complete topological algebra with the dis- 
crete topology. In such a case, 6 reduces to 0. Hence if A is an algebra, 
we can associate a functor [A] from I into the category of vector spaces. In 
the following, we fix a discrete algebra A. 
A natural transformation a: [A] -+ [B] is a set of linear maps 
CL = (c(,, c(, ,... ), where c(,: A[“] -+ Bc”l such that 
~fj~cI,=cI,‘JB~ (3.3) 
for any I-map B: [n] + [ml. The set of all natural transformations 
[A] --t [B] form a subspace of n,,=, Hom(Ar”], B[“l)= C(Hom(A, B)). 
The subspace is denoted by 
Mes(A, B). 
Since the maps in I are generated by injective I-maps [n] + [n + l] and 
surjective I-maps [n + l] + [n], we may identify the functor [B] as a 
complex of the form 
k + B 2 &*1 2 @31.. . 
with arrows corresponding to the above generators. The vector space 
Mes(A, B) is precisely the vector space of homomorphisms of the complex 
of A into the complex of B. 
3.4. THEOREM. The vector space Mes(A, B) is a closed subcoalgebra of 
C(Hom(A, B)). 
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Proof. Put M = Mes(A, B) and H = Hom(A, B). It follows from con- 
dition (3.3) that we can represent M as the kernel of a continuous linear 
double map 
fi Hom(Ar”], @“I) 3 n Hom(Ar”], @“I), (3.5) 
t7=0 a:[n] + [In] 
where the right term is the product over all I-maps. This shows the closed- 
ness of M. If c( = (a,, cc,,...) is in M, we have A,(a) = (a,+,),, by definition 
of the comultiplication A, of C(H). Apply - 6 C(H) to (315) and get 
fi Hom(A , Cn+rl @“+‘I) 2 n Hom( A Cn+rl, p+rl) (3.6) 
n,r = 0 u:[n] - [m].r 
where the right product is taken over all pairs (c., Y) of I-maps rr and I-ob- 
jects r. Here we use (1.13) and (1.14), and identify 
Hom(A[“], gc”‘) @ Hom(ACrl, !z?[‘]) = Hom(A[“+‘], BCm+rl). 
By (2.2), the kernel of (3.6) is M 6 C(H). Now the double map (3.6) sends 
(Bn,rL,r to ((Y,,,),.,, (6 ) ) where Y,,.~= (0 + ir)BOBn,r and 6,,, = Pm,,0 CT,* 0.r Y 
((r + ir)a for an I-map CJ: [n] -+ [m] with identity i,: [r] + [r]. It follows 
immediately that A,(a) is in the kernel for OZEM. Hence 
A H(M) c M @ C(H). Similarly we have A,(M) c C(H) 6 M. It follows 
from an easy diagram-chasing that M @ M = M 6 C(H) n C(H) 6 M. 
Therefore A,(M) c A4 @ M, and A4 is a subcoalgebra. Q.E.D. 
Let C be a topological coalgebra. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between a continuous linear map 4: C + Hom(A, B) and a linear map 
t+b: A -+ Hom,.(C, B) by b(c)(a)=+(a)(c) for CE C, UE A. Define the con- 
tinuous linear maps #n: C -+ Hom(A [“I, BCnl), n = 0, l,... as in the proof of 
(3.1). Thus (4,): C + C(Hom(A, B)) is the topological coalgebra map 
corresponding to 4. The linear map $,: A[“’ + Hom,.(C, &“I) 
corresponding to 4, is as follows: 
$,(a, @ ... @a,): C- CC”1 IL(w)63 c%)i(an) , @“I 
for a,,..., a, in A, where A,, ~, denotes the n - 1 times iterated co- 
multiplication of C if n > 1, the identity if n = 1, and the counit E if n = 0. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let A be an algebra, let B be a complete topological 
algebra, and let C be a topological coalgebra. Assume a continuous linear 
map 4: C -+ Hom(A, B) corresponds to a linear map $: A + Hom,.(C, B), 
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and let 4”: C --+ Hom(A Cn1, @“I) and ll/,,: A [*I + Hom,.(C, @“I) be as above 
for integers n > 0. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) $ is an algebra map. 
(ii) Hom,.(l,, tiB) 0 ti2 = $0 mA and Hom,(l,, uB) 0 t,GO = II/ 0 uA, 
where (m,, us) and (m,, uA) denote the algebra structures of B and A. 
(iii) $,,: AC”’ + Hom,.(C, B[“‘) (n ~1) give rise to a natural transfor- 
mation offunctors of I. 
(iv) The image of the topological coalgebra map (&,,): C-+ 
C(Hom(A, B)) is in Mes(A, B). 
Proof: It follows easily that (i)o(ii) and (iii)o(iv). (ii) follows from 
(iii). The set of I-maps P: [n] --) Cm] such that Hom,(Z,, cB) 0 lCln = $,ooA 
is closed under composition and addition “+.” Since the I-maps [2] + [l] 
and [0] -+ [ 11 generate all I-maps under composition and addition, (iii) 
follows from (ii). Q.E.D. 
A continuous linear map 4: C + Hom(A, B) is called a measuring 
[Z, Sect. 7.01 if the above equivalent conditions are satisfied. As a corollary 
we have: 
3.8. THEOREM. Let A be an algebra and let B be a complete topological 
algebra. For any topological coalgebra there is a one-to-one correspondence 
among: 
4: C -+ Hom(A, B), a continuous measuring, 
II/: A 4 Hom,.(C, B), an algebra map, 
F: C -+ Mes(A, B), a topological coalgebra map, 
where F is the topological coalgebra map C -+ C(Hom(A, B)) corresponding 
to 4, and ~(c)(a)=J/(a)(c),for CCC, UEA. 
In this sense, Mes(A, B) can be called the universal measuring topological 
coalgebra. 
4. THE CO-HOM OBJECT IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
For two topological vector spaces V and IV, denote by Hom,( P’, W) the 
vector space of all continuous linear maps V-+ W. We begin this section by 
showing that the functor VH W & V is representable. More precisely we 
endow W@ with some linear topology and show there is a canonical linear 
isomorphism 
W 6 V- Hom,.( W@, V). 
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If we take V= k, this gives I-&‘= Woo. We show the inverse 
o w: IV@@ -+ I$’ is continuous but not necessarily homeomorphic. Let C be 
a topological vector space. We obtain the following diagram from the 
above isomorphism for C instead of I/: 
Hom( V, IV 6 C) N Hom( V, Hom,.( IV@, C)) c Hom( V, Hom( IV@, 6)) 
2: Hom( IV@@ I/, C). 
We will prove there is some special linear topology on @@ V called the 
Gtopofogy such that if we denote by I@ On I’ the topological vector 
space with the Gtopology, then the composite of the above diagram 
induces a linear isomorphism 
Hom,.( V, W 6 C) ‘Y Hom,( W@ On V, c‘), 
This means we can say c( W, V) = IV@ On V is the co-horn object in the 
category of topological vector spaces with respect to 6,. It follows that 
c( V, V) has a natural structure of a topological coalgebra. We call this the 
co-end coalgebra of V. Its continuous dual is naturally isomorphic to the 
continuous endomorphism algebra End,.(f). 
We call a topological vector space W is representable if there is a 
topological vector space IV’ together with a family of linear isomorphisms 
t ,,: W 6 C/Y Hom,.( IV’, P) 
which is defined for all topological vector spaces V and natural in V. In this 
case, we also say IV’ represents W along {t ,,). We claim that all 
topological vector spaces are representable. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let W and w’ be topological vector spaces. w’ represents 
W if there is a family of linear isomorphisms 
t,: W 6 MN Hom,.( IV’, M) 
which is defined for all discrete topological vector spaces M and natural in 
M. 
Proof. Let { I’,} be a topological basis of the topological vector space 
V. We have two natural isomorphisms: 
w@ Vrh w@ (V/V,), 
Hom,.( IV’, P) N l& Hom,.( IV’, V/V,) 
cz 
by (2.3) and definition. If we define t, to be the projective limit of tcYIV,,, 
then it is easy to see t y is natural in V. Q.E.D. 
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4.2 PROPOSITION. Let N he a discrete topological vector space. Then N* 
represents N. 
ProojI Assume N is finite dimensional at first. Then N* is also discrete 
and we have a trivial isomorphism 
NO ME Hom(N*, M) 
for all discrete topological vector spaces M. In general, let {Ni} be the set 
of all finite dimensional subspaces of N. Then {N,A} form a topological 
basis for N*. By definition we have 
Hom,.(N*, M) = U Hom(N*/(N,‘-), M) = U Hom(NF, M). 
I i 
It follows from N,@M= Hom(NI, M) that we have a natural linear 
isomorphism 
NOM= Hom,(N*, M) 
defined for ail discrete topological vector spaces M. Hence N* represents N 
by (4.1) above. Q.E.D. 
We give the inductive limit topology on the continuous dual IV@ as 
follows: Let { IV,> be a topological basis of W. We know IV@ is the direc- 
ted union of (W/W,)*. Give on W@ the inductive limit topology of the 
topologies on (W/W?)*. We have 
Hom,.( lV@, V) = l&r Hom,.(( W/ WY)*, V) (4.3.1) 
for any topological vector space V. 
4.3. THEOREM. For any topological vector space W, the topological vec- 
tor space W@ represents W. 
ProojI For any topological vector space V, we have 
W 6j V-b f( W/W,) @ V} slim Hom,.(( W/W,)*, p) 
v V 
= Hom,.( IV@, g) 
by (2.3), (4.2). and (4.3.1). This means I@ represents W. Q.E.D. 
The canonical isomorphism between W 6 V and Hom,( IV@, p’) is 
described as follows: 
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4.4. THEOREM. Let V and W be topological vector spaces. For z in W@, 
we have a continuous linear map 
If u is in W 6 V, then the linear map 
z(u): ZH (z @ I)(u), w@ + P 
is continuous, and the map u-z(u) gives rise to a linear isomorphism 
7: W6 V-Hom,.(W@, V) 
which is natural in W and V. 
Proof By the argument of (4.1) through (4.3), we can assume V and W 
are discrete and W is finite dimensional as well. In this case the claim is 
trivially true. Q.E.D. 
The following linear isomorphism follows from the above: 
Let 
I@= W 6 k & Hom,.( W@, k) = Woo, 
ow: w@@+ci/ 
be the inverse of the above linear isomorphism. This is obviously natural in 
W and satisfies the defining identity: 
aol.v(c)) = c(z) (4.51) 
for z in fV@ and c in I+‘@@. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. For any topological vector space W, the linear 
isomorphism o w: W@@ --+ W is continuous. 
Proof By the naturality of ww, we can reduce to the case W = N is dis- 
crete. It is enough to show N*@ is discrete. With the notation of (4.2), N*@ 
is the inductive limit of the discretre spaces NF, hence discrete itself. 
Q.E.D. 
The map ww is a homeomorphism if W is discrete or more generally a 
direct product of discrete spaces as we prove below. Hence if W is 
Hom(M, N) or M* with discrete M and N, then ww is a homeomorphism. 
We give below an example of W whose w,+, is not a homeomorphism. 
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4.6.1. EXAMPLE. Let W be a vector space with a linear basis /i whose 
cardinality is larger than the countable infinity. We identify W* with the 
set of all functions n -+ k. Give the following linear topology on W: A sub- 
space L of W is open if the cardinality of the set of elements 2 E /i which do 
not belong to L is smaller than the cardinality of /i. We claim E’@@ is dis- 
crete. Since @’ which contains the nondiscrete subspace W is not discrete, it 
follows that ow is not a homeomorphism. 
We introduce the following notation for the proof. Let kS be the set of all 
functions of the set S into k. Thus W* = k”. If Tc S, we identify kT with 
the subspace of all f in kS which vanishes on S- T. Call a subset P of /1 
proper if its cardinality is smaller than the cardinality of A. Then l+‘@ is the 
union of kP for all proper subsets P of /i. We claim the topology of IV@ is 
induced from W* = k” (the direct product of copies of k). If this is true, all 
open subspaces of W@ are colinite. Hence it follows that l+‘@@ is discrete. 
To prove the claim, let U be an open subspace of IV@ which is not open 
relative to the induced topology from W*. For any proper subset P of A, 
the intersection Un kP is open in kP, hence there is a finite subset F of P 
such that U contains kP- F. There is the smallest subset Fp (relative to the 
inclusion) among such finite subsets F since those finite subsets are closed 
relative to the intersection. We will construct a sequence of finite subsets 
{F,, F, ,... } and a sequence of proper subsets {PO, P, ,...} of /1 by induction 
as follows: F, is arbitrary. Since U does not contain W@ n k” - F”, there is a 
proper subset P, of A -F, such that kPo q? U. Assume we already have a 
sequence of finite subsets F,, c F, c . c Fk. Let P, be a proper subset of 
A - Fk such that kPh rt U. Let Fk+ , be the (disjoint) union of Fk with 
FcpL,. Thus we obtain two sequences {FiI and {Pi}. Let Q be the union of 
all Pi, 0 < i < co. We have a finite subset Fp since Q is proper. For all i 2 0, 
the set Fcp,) is contained in FQ since we have kPsp Fe c kg-- FQ c U. But since 
the family of finite sets Fcp,,, i = 0, l,..., is disjoint and consists of nonempty 
sets, this contradicts to the finiteness of Fe. It follows that the topology of 
W@ is induced from W*. 
4.6.2. EXAMPLE. Let W be the direct product of discrete topological 
vector spaces A”“), p E 1. Then o w  is a homeomorphism. 
Indeed K’@ is the direct sum of No’)*, p E I. It follows from the definition 
of the topology of JV@ and the commutativity of inductive limits that the 
topology on PV’@ is the direct sum topology. This means if 9 denotes the 
set of all families L = ( Lcp)JB, ,, where Lcp) is a finite dimensional subspace 
of Ncp), then W@ has a topological basis { 0, L(p)l}Lt d. Hence by 
definition, I@@ is the inductive limit of the direct products n, L@), L E ,$J 
as a topological vector space. All we have to prove is show that this 
topological vector space is identical to the direct product W= & Ncp). 
This is done by the diagonal argument as follows. We assume I is infinite. 
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Let U be a subspace of W which is not open relative to the product 
topology but open relative to the inductive limit topology. This means for 
any finite subset F of Z, the product n,, ,- F No) is never contained in U, 
but the intersection Un UP Lo’) is an open subspace of nP I,“‘) for all L in 
J. We construct a sequence of elements i,, AZ ,..., in I and a sequence of 
elements f, , fz,..., in W- U by induction as follows: The element 2, is 
arbitrary. Let fi be an element in W - U such that f, (A r) = 0. Assume we 
already have elements il,, i, ,..., 1, and f,, f2 ,..., fk such that fi(3Lj) = 0 for 
l~jbidk,but,~.(~,+,)#Ofor l<i<kLet2,+, beanelementinZsuch 
that fk(Ak+ 1) # 0. There is an element fk + 1 in W- U which vanishes on 
A, ) lb2 )...) & + , . Thus we obtain sequences {n,} and {f;}. For j> 1, let L(‘) 
be the subspace of N”?’ spanned by all elements fi(Ai), i > 1. This is finite 
dimensional since A.(,%,) = 0 for i >j. For any i> 1, the element f, belongs 
to the product npEi+ r L’k’ but not in U. This contradicts to the 
assumption that the intersection Un nT=, LCk’ is open in nF= 1 LCk’. 
For two topological vector spaces V, W, consider the following natural 
linear isomorphism induced from T: 
Hom,.( I@, p) I&’ W @ V tran?se V 6 W & Hom,.( V@, l&‘). (4.7.1) 
We describe the map by means of w  w  or o ,,. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let V, W he topological vector spaces. Let j W@ + ri 
and g: V@+ @ he continuous linear maps. The following are equivalent: 
(a) f and g correspond to each other under the map of (4.7.1). 
@I g=wwo f@: p(=m),woo,~~ 
(c) f=mvog 0: wo(&d3),voo,p~ 
Proof: (a)*(b). Let f = r(u), g= r(v) with u in W 6 V, v in V 6 W. 
For any x in p and z in W@, we have 
i(g(x)) = i((x 6 Z)(v)) = (x 6 z)(v) = (z 6 x)(u) 
=a((; & z)(u))=qf(z))=f@(i)(z)=i(w,(fqx)) 
Since the elements in I@ operate faithfully on W@ as we see above (4.5), it 
follows that g(x) = ww( f O(x)). We have (a) => (c) by symmetry. Q.E.D. 
4.8. COROLLARY. For any topological vector space W, the composite 
is the canonical map. 
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Proof: If we put V= IV@ in (4.7.1), then the canonical map I+‘@ + v 
corresponds to ow: I’@ -+ I@. Q.E.D. 
Now we proceed into constructing the co-horn object. Let V, W, and C 
be topological vector spaces. We define the b-map as the composite: 
6: Hom( V, W 8 C) Hom(l,r) b Hom( V, Hom( IV@, C)) 
2: Hom( IV@@ V, C). (4.9.1) 
For a linear map f: V -+ W 6 C, we write S,: I+‘@@ V + C instead of 6( f ). 
We have 6,(z 6 u) = (z 6 I)(f(o)) for z in IV@ and u in V. 
4.9. DEFINITION. Let V and W be topological vector spaces. A linear 
topology on IV@@ V is called an S;Z-topology if the S-map induces a linear 
isomorphism 
6: Hom,.( V, W 6 C) N Hom,.( IV@ On V, C) (4.9.2) 
for any topological vector space C, where IV@ On V denotes the 
topological vector space with the Gtopology. 
We will prove the existence and uniqueness of SZ-topology. The defining 
isomorphism (4.9.2) means that the completion of the functor - On - 
gives rise to the co-horn object in the category of all complete topological 
vector spaces with product 6,. We regard I@ aa V itself as the co-horn 
object and put it c( W, V) since our viewpoint is to consider two 
topological vector spaces are almost equivalent if their completions are 
isomorphic. 
The next lemma shows the uniqueness and functoriality of the 
~-topology. 
4.10. LEMMA. (a) Let Y and .F be two linear topologies on the same 
vector space V, and let V,T, V,T denote the topological vector spaces with Y, 
F’, respectively. If Hom,.( V,v, N) = Hom,.( V,s, N) for all discrete vector 
spaces N, then Y = F. 
(b) Let Wand W’ be topological vector spaces and let f: W -+ W’ be a 
linear map. Zf the map Hom(f, I): Hom( W’, N) --) Hom( W, N) maps 
Hom,.( W’, N) into Hom,( W, N) for all discrete vector spaces N, then f is 
continuous. 
Proof: (a) follows from applying (b) to the identity I: V-+ V. To prove 
(b), let N be the quotient of IV’ by an open subspace. The projection 
IV’ + N composed with f being continuous, the inverse image of the open 
subspace is open in W. Q.E.D. 
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By the Gtopology being functorial we mean that if ,f: V-+ v’ and 
g: w’ + W are continuous linear maps of topological vector spaces, then 
the map g@@f: IV@ On V -+ IV’@ On V’ is continuous. This functoriality 
will be used to prove the existence. 
4.11. THEOREM. The Q-topology on W@@ V exists for any topological 
vector spaces V, W. 
Proof. First, we reduce to the case W is discrete. Assume there is an 
@topology on M* @ V for any discrete M. Let { W,,} be a topological 
basis of W. Define @ On V to be the inductive limit of topological vector 
spaces (W/W,)* On V. Since then Hom,.( W” On V, C) is the projective 
limit of the vector spaces Hom,.(( W/ WY)* 6Ja V, C), it follows easily that 
this topology yields the isomorphism (4.9.2). 
Let M be a discrete vector space and let { V,} be a topological basis of 
V. We define a subspace U of M* 0 V open if U contains M* @ V, for 
some cc and if the subspace (f in M* 1 f 0 u is in U) is open in M* for 
every u in V. This topology is finer than the tensor product topology. Let 
M* 0 V be this topological vector space. We claim this is the Gtopology. 
We note that the isomorphism (4.9.2) holds if only it does for all discrete 
vector spaces C since both sides of (4.9.2) preserves projective limits as 
functors of C. Let N be a discrete vector space. We have 
Hom,.(M* @ V, N) = l&r Hom,.(M* 0 (V/V,), N) 
1 
by definition of the @-topology, and 
Hom,.(V,M@N)=~Hom(V/V,,M@N) 
2 
since MO N is discrete. It follows that we can reduce to the case V is also 
discrete. What we have to prove is show 
6: Hom(L, MO N) N Hom,.(M* @ L, N) 
for all discrete vector spaces L, M, and N. But M* @ L is the direct sum of 
dim L copies of the topological vector spaces M*, hence we have 
Hom(L, Hom,(M*, N)) I= Hom,.(M* @ L, N). 
Since we have t: M@ N1: Hom,.(M*, N), the desired isomorphism follows 
from definition. Q.E.D. 
4.12. Conclusion 
Let V and W be topological vector spaces. We put 
c(W, V)= w@@, v 
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and call it the co-horn topological vector space of V into W. This is a functor 
covariant in V and contravariant in W. For any topological vector space C, 
the J-map induces an isomorphism 
6: Hom,.( V, W & C) 1: Hom,.(c( W, V), c) (4.12.1) 
which is natural in each variable. If we put C= c( W, V), we get a canonical 
continuous linear map 
p:: v+ w@ c(W, V) (4.12.2) 
whose 6 is the canonical map of c( W, V) into its completion. Since the 
inverse of (4.12.1) is given by gH (I 6 g) 0 p r, it follows that the map p p 
satisfies the following universal mapping property: 
(4.12.3) For any continuous linear map f: V+ W 6 C, there is a unique 
continuous linear map g: c( W, V) -+ c such that f = (I 6 g) 0 p r. 
If we put C= k in (4.12.1), we have 6: Hom,,( V, l@)=c( W, V)@. The 
inverse is given by z H (I 6 z) 0 p F. It will be better to regard this as 
c(W, V)@=Hom,,(V, 6’) by zr-,(Z@ Z)O; (where p =pr) (4.12.4) 
to reobtain the composite from the cocomposite as we see later. This is true 
since Hom,( V, I@) = Hom,.( V, 6’). In other words, c( W, V) is pre-dual to 
Hom,.( V, W). The element ay in c( V, V)@ corresponding to the identity of 
V is called the counit. It is easy to see E,,(z@o)=z(u) fcs z in V@ and u in 
V. 
If v is in V, we have a continuous linear map 
r,=-@v:W@W@+W@(W@@,V) 
which induces i,: W & W@+ W 6 c( W, V). Let j, be the element in 
W & W@ whose T is the canonical map of W@ into its completion. Then 
we have 
P7(U) = r’“(jW) for any v in V. (4.12.5) 
For the proof, it is enough to compute the 6 of the linear map UH i,( j,). 
It is easy and left to the reader to verify that it is precisely the canonical 
map of c( W, V) into its completion. 
The cocomposite map follows from the universal mapping property of 
pr. Let V, W, X be topological vector spaces. There is a unique continuous 
linear map 
A: c(X, V) + c(X, W) 6 c( w, V) 
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is equal to (I @ A) 0 p$. This is called the cocomposite map. The cocom- 
posite is obviously coassociative and the counit we previously defined is 
actually a counit relative to the cocomposite. 
In particular it follows that c( V, V) is a topological coalgebra with 
comultiplication the cocomposite, and V is a right topological 
c( V, V)-comodule with structure p;. Hence v is a continuous left 
c( V, V)@-module, and the corresponding representation 
c( V, V)@ + End, ( P) 
is an isomorphism by (4.12.4). In this sense, the topological coalgebra 
c( V, V) is pre-dual to the algebra of continuous linear endomorphisms of 
l? It is called the co-end topological coalgebra for I’. 
More generally, the cocomposite is pre-dual to the composite. To specify 
this, note that there is a canonical injective linear map V@@ IV@+ 
(V @ PI’)@ which sends f@ g to f & g. If V, PI’, X are topological vector 
spaces, the composite 
c(X, W)@@c(W, vp= (c(X, W) 6 c(W, vp-4 c(X, V)@ 
is identified with the composite map Hom,.( l@, 2) 0 Hom,.( f, I@) + 
Hom,.( p, 2) through the isomorphism of (4.12.4). 
5. R-TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRAS 
We have proved there is a canonical linear isomorphism 
Hom,( V, W 6 C) E Hom,( W@ On V, c) 
for topological vector spaces V, W, and C. Since W 6 C2: C @I W, we also 
have 
Hom,.( V, W 6 C) N Hom,.( Co On V, I@). 
Let C be a topological coalgebra. Then C@ is an algebra as we see in Sec- 
tion 2. We prove that the multiplication C@ On Co + Co is a continuous 
map, and the transpose Co Or2 Co -+ Co On C@ is a homeomorphism. In 
other words, the two possible Q-topologies on Co@ C@ are the same. We 
call Co the Q-topological algebra associated with C in the sense that the 
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multiplication is continuous relative to the Gtopology. If we put I’= W, 
the above isomorphism yields 
Hom,.( V, V 6 C) = Hom,.(C@ On V, p’), 
We prove if V is complete, this yields a one-to-one correspondence between 
right topological comodule structures V+ V 6 C and left continuous 
module structures Co On P’+ V. This means the category of complete 
right topological C-comodules is isomorphic to the category of complete 
left Gtopological @modules. Moreover, we show if V is a right (or left) 
topological C-comodule, then V@ . IS a right (or left) @topological 
@-module and a left (or right) topological C-comodule. 
Let I’, W, and C be topological vector spaces. If f: V + W @ C is a con- 
tinuous linear map, put 
df)(xOU)=(IO X)f(U)E w  
for x in C@ and u in V. It follows from (4.9) and (4.11) that f-c(f) gives 
an isomorphism 
c Hom,.( V, W 6 C) ‘v Hom,.(C@ On V, 6’). 
We call a linear map u: V+ W is a pre-isomorphism if it is continuous 
and induces an isomorphism of topological vector spaces ~2: P2: I@, or 
equivalently if it induces a bijection Hom,.( W, N) -+ Hom,.( V, N) for any 
complete (or sufficiently, discrete) topological vector space N. 
5.1. LEMMA. For topological vector spaces C, D, and V, the injective map 
C@&(D@& V)+(C& D)@& V, x@(y@u)~+(x~ y)@u 
is a pre-isomorphism. 
ProoJ: Consider the three g-maps for C, D, and C 6 D: 
Hom,.( V, W 6 C @ D) 2 Hom,.(D@ On V, W 6 C) 
2 Hom,,(C@ On (Do On V), I@), 
Hom,.( V, W 6 C 6 D) “@” Hom,.( (C 6 D)@ @a V, I@) 
for a topological vector space W. A simple calculation shows that the 
resulting isomorphism Hom,.((C& D)@@a V, I@)=Hom,(C@@, 
(D@ On V), l@) is induced from the linear map in the statement. Hence the 
map in question is a pre-isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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5.2. LEMMA. The map 
C@&(D@& V)-tD@c&(Cq& V), x@(y@v)t+y@(x@0) 
is an isomorphism ef topological vector spaces. 
This means the two possible Q-topologies on Co 0 go are the same and 
the topological vector space C@ On go is pre-isomorphic to (C ($3 O)@. 
We can show the first fact directly: If M and N are discrete vector spaces, 
then the G-topology on M* 0 N* reduces to the tensor product topology 
as follows from the description in the proof of (4.11). Since the functor 
( - )@ 0 D ( - )@ preserves direct limits, we have 
c@ @* D@= hm(cjc,)* 0 (D/D,{)* 
if C and D have topological bases {C,} and { Dp}. It follows immediately 
that the transpose gives an isomorphism of topological vector spaces 
C@@QD@,D@@nC@. 
Recall that C@ is an algebra (Sect. 2) if C is a topological coalgebra. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let C be a topological coalgebra. The multiplication 
Co 0 R Co -+ Co is continuous. 
Proof The multiplication is the composite of the pre-isomorphism 
C@@nC@-+(C& C)@with4@:(Cg C)@+C@. Q.E.D. 
We call C@ the Q-topological algebra associated with C in the sense that 
the multiplication is continuous relative to the @topology. A left 
@-module and topological vector space V is called an Q-topological 
module if the multiplication C@ OR V -+ V is continuous. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let C be a topological coalgehra and let V be a complete 
topological vector space. Under the isomorphism 
o: Hom,.( V, V 6 C) = Hom,.(C@ On V, V) 
P t* 4P) 
p is a right comodule structure if and only $a@) is a left module structure. 
Proof. Letp,=(I~)d)ap,p,=(p~))op: 
v4f@c4f&?~c. 
481’97’2-15 
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Then we have 
C@Qn(C@Qn V)‘(C@ C)@& v+c@c& v+ v 
with the canonical map defined in (5.1). If we denote by p the mul- 
tiplication of C@, this yields 
a(a(p,))=a(p)o(pQZ): @Q&9& V)+C@f& v-+ v. 
On the other hand we have 
a(&)) = a(p) 0 (ZQ a(p)): c@ QQ (C@ QQ V) + c@ QQ v+ v. 
It follows that p is coassociative if and only if g(p) is associative. The 
counit condition is equivalent to the unit condition. Q.E.D. 
Let us see what will happen if we drop the assumption of completeness. 
If N is a complete topological vector space, we have Hom,( V, N) = 
Hom,.( p, N), and V @ C = p 6 C. Hence we have 
Hom,.( V, V 6 C) = Hom,( v, P 6 C). 
It is easy to see under this identification we have a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between right comodule structures V+ V &I C and p-+ p @ C. 
Therefore we have: 
5.5. COROLLARY. Let C be a topological coalgebra and let V be a 
topological vector space. Under the isomorphism 
Hom,.( V, V 6 C) N Hom,(C@ Qn p, v) 
P c-, 4P) 
p is a right comodule structure if and only if a(p) is a left module structure. 
5.6. LEMMA. If u: V -+ W is a pre-isomorphism of topological vector 
spaces, then so is IQ u: C’@ @o V + C@ Qa W for any topological vector 
space C. 
Proof: Apply Hom,( -, N) with complete vector space N. We get the 
isomorphism Hom,.(u, I): Hom,.( W, N 6 C) -+ Hom,( V, N 6 C). Q.E.D. 
This means that the canonical map V -+ P induces a pre-isomorphism 
C@ On V + C@ On $? Let V be an SZ-topological left @-module with a 
topological coalgebra C. The multiplication C@ On V + V induces a con- 
tinuous linear map Co On P+ F? As easily checked, p becomes a left 
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Q-topological Cm-module. By the previous corollary, V has a structure of a 
right topological C-comodule. Hence we have: 
5.7. COROLLARY. If C is a topological coalgebra, any Q-topological left 
(or right) &module is a topological right (or left) C-comodule. 
In other words, the composite 
Hom,.(C@ On V, I’) 3 Hom,.(C@ On V, 9) ‘v Hom,.( I’, V 6 C) 
maps left module structures into right comodule structures. 
Let C be a topological coalgebra and V a right topological C-comodule 
with structure p: V-+ I/ 6 C. For x in V@ and a in C@, define the right 
multiplication x. a in V@ as the composite: 
x.a=(x@a)op: V+V&Cck. 
Then V@ is a right @-module. Since the multiplication x 0 a H x. a is the 
composite of the canonical pre-isomorphism I/@ On C@ + ( V @ C)@ with 
pa, we have: 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let C be a topological coalgebra. Zf V is a right (or 
left) topological C-comodule, then V@ IS a right (or left) Q-topological 
@-module. 
It follows in view of (5.7) that if V is a right (or left) topological 
C-comodule, then V@ is a left (or right) topological C-comodule. Let’s 
describe the structure of V@ by means of the structure of V directly in the 
following. 
5.9. DEFINITION. Let V, IV, and C be topological vector spaces. For a 
continuous linear map p: V + W @ C, define a continuous linear map 
p”: W@+c& v@ as follows: Consider the following composite of con- 
tinuous linear maps 
where o,, is the map of (4.5) and the completion of 6, is defined on 
IV@ aa v by (5.6). Let p” be the unique continuous linear map such that 
o(p”) is the above composite. In other words, 
6, =6,,~(zow,). 
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By the definition of b-maps, this means that p” is the unique continuous 
linear map such that the composite 
and the composite 
v@@ WV * P-% W 6 C & Hom,.( W@, c) 
correspond to the same linear map IV’@@ V@@ --+ c. 
5.10. Properties of the Correspondence p H p” 
(a) The linear map P++PO, 
( W@, C 6 V@) is natural in each variable. 
Hom,.( V, W 68 C) + Horn, 
(b) Ix= k, then for a continuous linear map J I’+ I@, the map 
f ‘: W@+ V@ is the composite of f@ with the canonical map of Y@ into 
its completion. 
(c) For a in C@ and p in Hom,.( V, W&j C), let 
p,=(I@ a)op: V+ We C-* @, 
(p”),=(a@ Z)op’: W@+C& V@+% 
Then we have (p”),= (p,)“, namely (p,)@ composed with the canonical 
map into the completion. 
(d) Let U, V, W, C, D be topological vector spaces. Let 
p,: V+ W 8 C and p2: Ii -+ V 6 D be continuous linear maps. If p is the 
composite 
p=(p, &)op,: U-+ I’6 D+ WG (C& D)) 
then p” is the composite 
p”=(Z& (p2)“)o(p,)“: W@+C@ I’@-(C@D)& U@. 
ProoJ (a) and (b) follow from the definition. (c) follows from (a) and 
(b). To prove (d), note the following injective map 
C& (D 6 @)A Hom(C@, D 6 Y@) Home Hom(C@,Hom(D@,@)). 
Hence, to show the identity, it is enough to evaluate at a in C@ and b in 
D@. Since we have p (og)b)= (P~L~(P~~ and &G~)= C42)b0(41L with 
di=(pi)” and #=(I6 42)04L, it follows from (c) that we have 
(P~)(,w = &gbl. Hence 4 = PO. Q.E.D. 
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5.11. THEOREM. Let C be a topological coalgebra and let. V be a 
topological right C-comodule with structure p: V --) V 6 C. Then I/@ is a 
topological left C-comodule with structure pa: V@ -+ C 6 V@. 
Proof. Wehave(Z~~)~p=(p~Z)~p:V+V/C-+V~C~C.Its 
’ is by (a) and (d) above 
Similarly one can prove (E 6 I) 0 (p” ) = I. Q.E.D. 
With the w  assumption, for a in Co, the maps pa: V + V and 
(p”),: V@ -+ V@ are the actions by a arising from the C-comodules V and 
V@. Since (p”), is (p,)@ composed with the canonical map into the com- 
pletion, and (p,)@ is the action by a we described above (5.8) it follows 
that the L&topological @-module V 53. associated with the C-comodule V@ 
is precisely the completion of the L&topological CO-module V@ of (5.8). 
Thus we have: 
5.12. COROLLARY. The functor VH V@ from right (or left) topological 
C-comodules into left (or right) topological C-comodules described in (5.11) 
coincides with the functor obtained from (5.7) and (5.8). 
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